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S U M M A R Y
The most common type of waves used for probing anisotropy of rocks in laboratory is the
direct P wave. Information potential of the measured P-wave velocity, however, is limited.
In rocks displaying weak triclinic anisotropy, the P-wave velocity depends just on 15 lin-
ear combinations of 21 elastic parameters, called the weak-anisotropy parameters. In strong
triclinic anisotropy, the P-wave velocity depends on the whole set of 21 elastic parameters,
but inversion for six of them is ill-conditioned and these parameters are retrieved with a low
accuracy. Therefore, in order to retrieve the complete elastic tensor accurately, velocities of
S waves must also be measured and inverted. For this purpose, we developed a lab facility
which allows the P- and S-wave ultrasonic sounding of spherical rock samples in 132 direc-
tions distributed regularly over the sphere. The velocities are measured using a pair of P-wave
sensors with the transmitter and receiver polarized along the radial direction and using two
pairs of S-wave sensors with the transmitter and receiver polarized tangentially to the spherical
sample in mutually perpendicular directions. We present inversion methods of phase and ray
velocities for elastic parameters describing general triclinic anisotropy. We demonstrate on
synthetic tests that the inversion becomes more robust and stable if the S-wave velocities are
included. This applies even to the case when the velocity of the S waves is measured in a
limited number of directions and with a significantly lower accuracy than that of the P wave.
Finally, we analyse velocities measured on a rock sample from the Outokumpu deep drill
hole, Finland. We present complete sets of elastic parameters of the sample including the error
analysis for several levels of confining pressure ranging from 0.1 to 70 MPa.

Key words: Geomechanics; Microstructures; Body waves; Seismic anisotropy; Wave prop-
agation; Acoustic properties.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Laboratory measurements as well as in situ observations confirm
that majority of real rocks are anisotropic. Elastic anisotropy can
be intrinsic if formed by anisotropic mineral grains, but also effec-
tive if produced by the presence of layers, preferentially oriented
small scale inhomogeneities or joints, cracks and microcraks. In-
trinsic rock anisotropy origins either in the preferential arrangement
of anisotropic mineral grains being called the ‘lattice-preferred
orientation (LPO)’ anisotropy or ‘crystallographic-preferred ori-
entation (CPO)’ anisotropy (Karato 2008), or it can origin in
a shape predisposition of individual mineral grains being called
the ‘shape-preferred orientation (SPO)’ anisotropy (Mainprice &
Nicolas 1989; Ildefonse et al. 1992; Kitamura 2006; Valcke et al.
2006). Anisotropy of a rock is very often produced by defects such

as cracks, microcracks or pores created during tectonic evolution
of the rock when exposed to temperature–pressure conditions of
a surrounding environment. Consequently, rock is damaged and
becomes full of systems of pervasive cracks or microcracks of vari-
ous scales and orientations (Sayers & Kachanov 1995; Dewhurst &
Siggins 2006; Kern et al. 2008). Parameters of anisotropy depend
also on whether or not and what content saturates the free space of
these defects (Hornby 1998; Sayers 2002; Piane et al. 2011; Wang
et al. 2012).

Anisotropic properties of rocks can be measured in laboratory on
rock samples or in situ. The laboratory methods are, for example, the
microscopic image analyses, ultrasonic sounding, neutron diffrac-
tion (Xie et al. 2003; Nikitin & Ivankina 2004; Ivankina et al. 2005),
static and dynamic loading tests in pressure or tense regimes. In
in situ conditions like in gas and oil reservoirs, anisotropy of rocks
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is measured by the multi-offset multi-azimuthal vertical seismic
profiling (Okaya et al. 2004; Asgharzadeh et al. 2013) or by the
shear-wave splitting analysis (Crampin 1985; Savage 1999; Peng &
Ben-Zion 2004). In general, acoustic and/or seismic methods are
based mainly on the determination of the traveltime of elastic waves,
well known as the ‘time-of-flight’ measurements. As we know the
distance between the source and a receiver, it is possible to deter-
mine the propagation velocity of individual waves in the respective
propagation direction and consequently to invert the directionally
dependent velocity for anisotropic parameters.

The most common type of waves used for probing anisotropy
of rocks in the laboratory is the direct P wave (Christensen 1966;
Pros et al. 1998; Bóna et al. 2012; Lokajı́ček et al. 2013). This
wave can easily be generated and recorded, and its interpretation
is simpler than that of waves coming at later times including the S
waves. The information potential of the measured P-wave velocity,
however, is limited. In rocks displaying weak triclinic anisotropy,
the P-wave velocity depends just on 15 linear combinations
of 21 elastic parameters, called the weak-anisotropy parameters
(Mensch & Rasolofosaon 1997; Pšenčı́k & Gajewski 1998;
Vavryčuk 2009). The remaining elastic parameters cannot be re-
trieved. In strong triclinic anisotropy, the P-wave velocity depends
on all 21 elastic parameters, but inversion for six of them is ill-
conditioned and these parameters are retrieved with a low reso-
lution. This deficiency can be removed only by incorporating the
S-wave velocities. The measurement of the S-wave velocities is,
however, more difficult; it requires equipping special transmitters
and sensors for generating and recording the S waves, and the in-
terpretation of recorded signals is also more involved (Kern 1982;
Siegesmund et al. 1991).

In this paper, we present an approach of measuring the P- and
S-wave velocities on rock samples and inverting them for elastic
anisotropy. In order to be able to analyse a general anisotropy
of no symmetry, we developed a new high pressure apparatus
that allows measuring the P- and S-wave velocities on spheri-
cal rock samples. The velocities are measured in 132 indepen-
dent directions which provide good spatial coverage (Pros et al.
1998) needed for a reliable determination of anisotropy parame-
ters. The waveforms are recorded with radial as well as two mutu-
ally perpendicular transverse sensors in order to identify the two S
waves and to measure their arrivals accurately. We present inver-
sion schemes for determining anisotropy parameters using phase as
well as ray velocities and test their robustness on synthetic mod-
els. We show how the accuracy of the parameters is improved if
the S-wave measurements are incorporated. Finally, we exemplify
our approach on real measurements obtained for a strongly foliated
fine-grained biotite gneiss from the Outokumpu deep drill hole,
Finland (Kern et al. 2009) exposed to various confining pressure
conditions.

2 T H E O RY

2.1 Determination of anisotropy from phase velocities

The phase velocity describes the propagation of plane waves and
is directed along the phase normal (i.e. the normal to the wave
front). The phase velocity of plane waves propagating in a homoge-
neous anisotropic medium is described by the Christoffel equation
(Musgrave 1970; Helbig 1994):

det
(
Γi j − c2δi j

) = 0, (1)

where c is the phase velocity of the P, S1 or S2 waves, δi j is the
Kronecker delta and Γi j is the Christoffel tensor,

Γ jk = ai jklni nl . (2)

Parameters ai jkl are the components of the elastic (stiffness) ten-
sor normalized to density, and vector n is the phase normal. If
elastic parameters ai jkl are known, eq. (1) is the cubic equation for
the squared phase velocity c. If the phase velocity c is known from
measurements, eq. (1) defines an inverse problem for calculating
elastic parameters ai jkl . This inversion is non-linear and usually
solved by iterations using perturbation theory (Klı́ma 1973; Jech &
Pšenčı́k 1989; Jech 1991; Vavryčuk 2013).

In perturbation theory, we assume that the anisotropic medium
defined by unknown parameters ai jkl can be obtained by a small
perturbation of a known reference medium

ai jkl = a0
i jkl + �ai jkl , (3)

where a0
i jkl defines the reference medium and �ai jkl its perturbation.

Under this assumption, the cubic equation for phase velocity c can
be linearized as follows (Jech & Pšenčı́k 1989; Pšenčı́k & Vavryčuk
2002):

�(c2) = �ai jklni nl g
0
j g

0
k , (4)

where g0 defines the polarization vector of the analysed wave in the
reference medium, �(c2) is the misfit between the measured velocity
in the studied anisotropic medium and the velocity in the reference
medium. Eq. (4) represents a system of linear equations for unknown
perturbations, �ai jkl , which can be solved in iterations. In the first
iteration, the reference medium is assumed to be isotropic. Its P-
and S-wave velocities can be obtained by averaging the observed
directionally dependent velocities over all directions. If only P-wave
velocities are measured and inverted, a rough estimate of the S-wave
velocity in the isotropic reference medium must also be supplied.
We can use, for example, a value obtained from the Poisson ratio
between the P and S velocities, VS = VP/

√
3. In higher iterations,

the reference medium is the result of the previous iteration.
Using the above approach, we can invert for all of 21 elastic

parameters. However, not all of them are retrieved with the same
accuracy. In the case of the P-wave velocity inversion, 15 param-
eters are well resolved but six parameters related to the S-wave
propagation (hereafter the S-wave related parameters) a44, a55, a66,
a45, a46 and a56 are less accurate. Under weak anisotropy, these
six parameters cannot be determined from the P-wave velocities at
all. Hence, in order to determine the complete elastic tensor accu-
rately, measurements of the S-wave velocities must be utilized in
the inversion.

2.2 Determination of anisotropy from ray velocities

The ray velocity defines the signal propagation and energy transport
and is directed along a ray. If anisotropy under study is weak, we
do not need to distinguish between the phase and ray velocities.
Their magnitudes are approximately equal and directions differ by
a small angle (Vavryčuk 1997; Pšenčı́k & Vavryčuk 2002; Farra
2004). However, if anisotropy is strong, the phase and ray velocities
are different. For this reason, it is important to understand which
velocity is measured in the field or lab experiments. If the waves
used for determining anisotropy are generated by point sources, the
ray velocity is usually measured and the procedure of the inversion
for elastic anisotropy described in Section 2.1 must be modified.
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The ray velocity vector v is defined as (Červený 2001, his
eq. 2.4.46):

vi = vNi = ai jkl pl g j gk, (5)

where v is the ray velocity, N is the ray direction, ai jkl are the density-
normalized elastic parameters, p = n/c is the slowness vector, n is
the phase normal, c = 1/p is the phase velocity, p is the slowness
and g is the polarization vector. Vectors v and p are related by the
following equation,

v · p = 1 (6)

expressing the polar reciprocity of the slowness and wave surfaces
(Helbig 1994). This condition means that vector v is normal to the
slowness surface p = p(n) and vector p is normal to the wave sur-
face v = v(N). Hence, if ray velocity v is measured in a sufficiently
dense grid of ray directions N, we can calculate vectors n as nor-
mals to the wave surface using standard formulae of differential
geometry (Lipschutz 1969). Subsequently, phase velocity c can be
calculated for vectors n using the following formula

c = vNi ni . (7)

Having computed c = c(n) we can invert for anisotropic param-
eters using the procedure described in Section 2.1. Obviously, if we
combine several types of waves in the inversion, which were mea-
sured for the same set of ray directions N, the sets of phase normals
n are different for individual wave types.

It should be noted that the above approach has some limita-
tions. The geometry of the wave surface can be much more com-
plicated than that of the slowness or phase velocity surface (Mus-
grave 1970). For S waves, the wave surface can be multivalued with
triplications and cusp edges (Vavryčuk 2006). In general, the com-
plexity of the wave surface increases with strength of anisotropy.
So, it can happen under strong anisotropy that the complete slow-
ness or phase velocity surface can be constructed only using ve-
locity measurements on a very fine grid of ray directions and by
identifying and interpreting also later arrivals of waves. If the
wave surface of S waves is extremely complicated, we can avoid
problems with the triplications and the cusp edges by calculat-
ing the wave normals (and corresponding phase velocities) only
for smooth parts of the wave surface. In this way, we will not be
able to reconstruct the complete slowness or phase velocity sur-
faces of the S waves but only their isolated patches. Fortunately,
this is not critical for the inversion for anisotropic parameters.
As will be shown in synthetic tests, the inversion can work ro-
bustly even when measurements of the P-wave velocities are sup-
plemented by a limited number of measurements of the S-wave
velocities.

The above approach is advantageous, because it is a simple gen-
eralization of the inversion of the phase velocities described in
Section 2.1. First, we pre-process the input data by transforming the
ray velocities to the phase velocities, and then we apply the stan-
dard inversion scheme. However, anisotropic parameters can also
be calculated using other approaches, for example, if ray veloci-
ties are measured together with polarization vectors (Bóna et al.
2008).

3 S Y N T H E T I C T E S T S

In this section, the robustness of the inversion of phase velocities
for elastic anisotropy is studied using numerical modelling. For syn-
thetic anisotropy, we adopted elastic parameters of quartz published

Figure 1. The P-, S1- and S2-wave phase velocities of anisotropy used in
the synthetic tests. The colour-coded velocities are in km s–1.
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Figure 2. Error emean of the predicted P-wave (left-hand panel), S1-wave (middle panel) and S2-wave (right-hand panel) velocities as a function of the reading
error of the measured S1-wave velocities (middle row) and S1- and S2-wave velocities (bottom row). The inversion is performed using velocities measured
in all 132 directions. The errors in the top row panels are independent of the reading error of the S-wave velocities, because only the P-wave velocities are
inverted. The dots indicate points in which error emean is calculated.

by Klı́ma (1973):

Cquartz
i j =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

86.05 4.85 10.45 18.25 0 0

4.85 86.05 10.45 −18.25 0 0

10.45 10.45 107.1 0 0 0

18.25 −18.25 0 58.65 0 0

0 0 0 0 58.65 18.25

0 0 0 0 18.25 40.60

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(8)

The values in eq. (8) are in GPa and the density of quartz is
ρ = 2.65 g cm–3. Anisotropy displays a trigonal symmetry. Strength
of the P-, S1- and S2-wave anisotropy is 26.6, 29.9 and 27.8 per cent,
respectively. For the directional variation of the P-, S1- and S2-wave
phase velocities, see Fig. 1. The velocities used in the inversion are
calculated in a regular grid of directions with latitude ranging from
–75◦ to 75◦ in step of 15◦ and longitude from 0◦ to 360◦ in step of
15◦. This represents a set of 132 independent directions covering
the whole sphere surface.

3.1 Test 1

In this test, we study the robustness of the inversion with respect
to the following factors: (1) starting model, that is the estimate
of the S-wave velocity of the isotropic reference medium needed
in the first iteration, (2) noise in input data (i.e. in the measured
velocities) and (3) types of waves used in the inversion. The S-wave
velocity of the isotropic reference model is defined by the VP/VS

ratio ranging from 1.5 to 2.5. The errors of the phase velocities are
assumed to be 0.1 per cent at most for the P wave. The errors of the
S1-wave velocities are assumed to achieve values: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 per cent.
The errors of the S2-wave velocities are 1.5 times larger than those
for the S1 wave. A uniform random distribution was chosen for
all noise levels. Every noise value was generated 100 times to get
statistically relevant results. The limits of noise selected for the P,
S1 and S2 waves are based on the analysis of real data presented in
Section 4. The accuracy of the P-wave velocity is very high, because
the P wave has a sharp onset with no noise before its arrival and
thus picking of arrival times is quite accurate. A significantly lower
accuracy of the S1 and S2 waves originates in the fact that the
S waveforms are generally more complex and their interpretation
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Figure 3. Error emax of the predicted P-wave (left-hand panel), S1-wave (middle panel) and S2-wave (right-hand panel) velocities as a function of the reading
error of the measured S1-wave velocities (middle row) and S1- and S2-wave velocities (bottom row). The inversion is performed using velocities measured in
all 132 directions. The errors shown in the top row panels are independent of the reading error of the S-wave velocities because only the P-wave velocities are
inverted. The dots indicate points in which error emax is calculated.

is often difficult. Moreover, in the case of weak anisotropy, the
two S waves need not be well separated; they can interfere and
their reliable distinguishing is not always possible. This particularly
complicates identifying the slow S wave. Therefore, the slow S-
wave velocity is assumed to have systematically higher errors than
the fast S-wave velocity. Finally, we studied the robustness of the
inversion for three different input data sets. We tested inversion for
anisotropy using the P-wave velocities only, the P- and S1-wave
velocities, and the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities. The success of
the inversion is quantified by a relative difference between true and
predicted velocities:

eP,S1,S2
mean = 100 per cent · mean

⎛
⎝

∣∣∣cP,S1,S2
true − cP,S1,S2

predicted

∣∣∣
cP,S1,S2

true

⎞
⎠ ,

eP,S1,S2
max = 100 per cent · max

⎛
⎝

∣∣∣cP,S1,S2
true − cP,S1,S2

predicted

∣∣∣
cP,S1,S2

true

⎞
⎠ , (9)

where the predicted velocity is calculated from the retrieved
anisotropic parameters. These quantities are averaged over all di-
rections and over 100 realizations of random noise.

The results of the synthetic tests are shown in Figs 2–4. According
to the results we arrive at the following conclusions:

(1) The elastic tensor computed from the P-wave velocities only
(top rows in Figs 2 and 3) strongly depends on the VP/VS ratio
supplied in the first iteration. The predicted velocities of the S1 and
S2 waves have significantly higher errors than those for the P wave.
The mean errors for the S1 and S2 waves are about 10 and 15 times
higher than for the P waves, respectively. Thus the S-wave related
parameters cannot be reliably retrieved even if the accuracy of the
P-wave velocities is quite high (0.1 per cent at most). Consequently,
the S1- and S2-wave velocities calculated from the retrieved elastic
tensor are highly inaccurate.

(2) The elastic tensor computed from the P- and S1-wave ve-
locities (middle rows in Figs 2 and 3) is insensitive to the VP/VS

ratio supplied in the first iteration. The accuracy of the pre-
dicted velocities depends on the picking accuracy of the S1-
wave onsets. Interestingly, including quite inaccurate measure-
ments of the S-wave velocities still improves the accuracy of
the elastic tensor (Fig. 4, bottom row). Even the fit between
the predicted and true P-wave velocities is better. If the S1-
wave velocities are measured with the mean errors less than
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Figure 4. Examples of input noisy S1- and S2-wave velocities used in the inversion and the corresponding output velocities predicted from the retrieved elastic
parameters. The noise levels of the S1-wave velocities are: 1 per cent (top row), 10 per cent (middle row) and 20 per cent (bottom row), respectively. The
colour-coded velocities are in km s−1. The figure demonstrates that the inversion is robust and stable even for a high level of noise.

Figure 5. The stereographic projection of directions with velocity measure-
ments used in the synthetic tests: the regular grid of (a) 6 directions (60◦
step), (b) 12 directions (45◦ step), (c) 30 directions (30◦ step) and (d) 132
directions (15◦ step).

15 per cent, the mean errors of the predicted P-, S1- and S2-wave
velocities are less than 0.3, 1 and 3 per cent, respectively.

(3) The elastic tensor computed from the P-, S1- and S2-wave
velocities (bottom rows in Figs 2 and 3) is mainly dependent on the
accuracy of the inverted S1- and S2-wave velocities. The additional
information on the S2-wave velocities improves the accuracy of the
predicted S1- and S2-wave velocities. The accuracy of the P-wave
velocities is not further improved.

In summary, the performed synthetic tests indicate that the com-
ponents of the elastic tensor inverted from the P-wave velocities
only are determined with a reasonable accuracy except for the S-
wave related parameters. These parameters should be viewed as
very approximate and rather unreliable. The complete elastic tensor
characterizing trigonal (or more general) anisotropy can be com-
puted only when including the S-wave velocities into the inversion.
Including the S-wave velocities leads to increasing the accuracy
of the S-wave related parameters but also of the complete elastic
tensor.

3.2 Test 2

Including information on the S-wave velocities into the inversion is
not always an easy task. The S waves can be contaminated by the P-
wave generated noise. Also, the two S waves do not often separate.
In addition, the S waves can interfere in a complicated way near
the S-wave singularities (Vavryčuk 2005a,b). In such cases, it is not
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Figure 6. Error emean of the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities as a function of the reading error of the measured S1-wave velocities (top row of each composite
plot) and S1- and S2-wave velocities (bottom row of each composite plot). The inversion is performed using the P-wave velocities in all 132 directions and the
S-wave velocities for a regular grid of six directions (upper plots) and 30 directions (lower plots). The dots indicate points in which error emean is calculated.
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Table 1. Error emean as a function of the number of regular directions with
the measured S-wave velocities used in the inversion. The P-wave velocities
are measured in all 132 directions with error of 0.1 per cent. The errors of
the measured S1- and S2-wave velocities are 40 and 60 per cent, respectively.

Error emean P, S1 data P, S1, S2 data
Number of S directions Number of S directions

6 132 6 132

S1 wave 15 per cent 3.5 per cent 4.5 per cent 1.6 per cent
S2 wave 27 per cent 11 per cent 8 per cent 1.7 per cent

possible to measure reliably arrivals of one or both of the two S
waves in some directions. For these reasons, we designed another
synthetic test in which we analysed the accuracy of the inverted
elastic tensor in dependence on the number of directions in which
the S-wave velocities could be measured reliably.

Similarly as in Test 1, the errors were evaluated using eq. (9)
being averaged over 100 realizations of random noise. The noise
level of the measured P-wave velocity was 0.1 per cent as in Test 1.
The inversion was performed with the P-wave velocities measured
in all 132 directions (see Fig. 5d) and with the S-wave velocities
measured in 6, 12, 30 and 132 regularly distributed directions (see
Fig. 5). The accuracy of the S-wave velocities due to picking errors
of the S-wave arrivals is the same as in Test 1.

The results of the test for 6 and 30 regular directions of the S-
wave velocities are shown in Fig. 6. The errors of the inversion with
the 6 and 132 regular directions of the S-wave velocities are sum-
marized in Table 1. The synthetic tests indicate that including six
directions with accurately measured S1-wave velocities is sufficient
for a reliable determination of the complete elastic tensor. If the
S1-wave velocity errors reach values of 20 per cent or more then
the inversion is not improved with respect to the inversion of the

Figure 7. The experimental setup and measurement geometry; TP and RP are the radial transmitter and receiver, respectively (mostly generating and sensitive
to the P waves), TV and TH are the transverse transmitters (mostly generating the S waves), and RV and RH are the transverse receivers (mostly sensitive to the
S waves) lying in the vertical and horizontal planes, respectively. The axis of rotation is vertical. Modified from Lokajı́ček et al. (2014).
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Figure 8. Waveforms of ultrasonic signals observed for the OKU-409 sample at confining pressure of 70 MPa. The waveforms are recorded in all directions at
the P-wave sensor RP (a), the S-wave sensor RH (b) and the S-wave sensor RV (c). The origin of the timescale corresponds to the excitation time of the signal.

P-wave velocities only. The results show that a much higher accu-
racy of the predicted P-wave velocities is obtained if we include
the S2-wave velocities even for a minimum number of directions.
A further increase of directions with the measured S2-wave veloc-
ities is not essential for improving the predicted P-wave velocities
but significantly improves the accuracy of the predicted S1- and
S2-wave velocities.

For completeness, we also performed synthetic tests with invert-
ing the S-wave velocities measured in directions with an irregular
distribution over the sphere. The tests revealed that the accuracy of
results is two to three times lower than if the inversion is performed
with a regular distribution of directions. This emphasizes the neces-
sity of uniform coverage of the sphere by velocity measurements
for the inversion to work efficiently.
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Figure 9. Examples of waveforms of ultrasonic signals observed for the OKU-409 sample on the transverse receivers: (a) waveforms in a direction in which
clear S-wave onsets are observed, (b) waveforms in a direction in which rather unclear and disturbed S-wave onsets are observed. The waveforms in the
individual panels are recorded under six different pressure levels with an increasing order: label 1 corresponds to 0.1 MPa, and label six corresponds to
70 MPa. The red and blue triangles mark the S1- and S2-wave arrival times, respectively. The origin of the timescale corresponds to the excitation time of the
signal.

4 E X P E R I M E N TA L DATA

4.1 Setup of the experiment

The determination of elastic anisotropy is exemplified using an ex-
perimental facility allowing a measurement of the P- and S-wave
ray velocities on spherical samples with a diameter of 50 mm. The
sample was exposed to the following six confining pressure levels:
0.1, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 70 MPa. The acoustic signals are excited and
recorded by three piezoceramics sensor couples with a resonant
frequency of 2 MHz. The equipment allows an ultrasonic sounding
of spherical rock samples in 132 independent directions by using a
pair of the P-wave sensors (the transmitter and receiver polarized
along the radial direction) and two pairs of the S-wave sensors (the
transmitter and receiver polarized tangentially to the spherical sam-
ple, see Fig. 7). The waveforms of ultrasonic signals were recorded
using an A/D convertor with the dynamic range of 8 bits and with
the sampling frequency of 100 MHz. Each waveform was recorded
10 times and then averaged in order to reduce noise. The sensitivity
of the convertor was set up to record individual signals without any
distortion and with the maximum possible dynamics. For the S-wave
velocity measurements, the spherical sample and contact planes of
all transducers were covered by a viscous gel to allow transferring
shear wave energy. Due to this gel, the sensors are not at a point

contact with the sample as for the P-wave sensors, but may have a
diameter of 1 mm or more. During the measurement, the contact
between the spherical sample and the transducers was repeatedly
eliminated and re-established by a miniature DC motor.

4.2 Rock sample

The measurements were performed on rock sample OKU-409 from
the Outokumpu deep drill hole, Finland (Kern et al. 2009; Kukkonen
et al. 2011). The sample sphere was prepared from a core segment
recovered from depth of 409 m. The sample is a homogeneous
biotite gneiss with pronounced foliation and lineation. The modal
composition is 39.6 vol.-per cent quartz, 36.9 vol.-per cent plagio-
clase, 23.4 vol.-per cent biotite (Kern et al. 2009). The foliation
and lineation are defined by platy and elongated biotite minerals
exhibiting a strong shape preferred orientation. The bulk density
of the rock sample as calculated from mass and dimensions of the
sphere is 2.724 g cm–3. Various properties of this rock as the texture
pattern, the petrophysical and elastic properties have been studied
and described by many authors (Kern et al. 2008, 2009; Elbra et al.
2011; Wenk et al. 2012). In particular, the focus was put on elastic
anisotropy determined using various methods. It was measured on
a spherical sample using the apparatus described in this paper, on
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a cube sample using a multi-anvil pressure apparatus, and it was
also calculated from the texture-based data. A detailed review of
the results can be found in Lokajı́ček et al. (2014).

4.3 Data processing

Processing of waveforms provides the P-, S1- and S2-wave onset
times in 132 independent directions (see Fig. 8). Since the P-wave
onset is usually noise-free and well distinguished, the determination
of the P-wave arrivals is rather easy and can be performed automat-
ically (Allen 1982; Lokajı́ček & Klı́ma 2006; Sedlák et al. 2009;
Svitek et al. 2010). The S waveforms, however, are often complex
and their arrivals can be unclear and hidden in noise. For this reason,
the S1- and S2-wave arrivals were determined manually after a care-
ful inspection of an analyst. The quality of the waveforms recorded
in different directions is exemplified in Fig. 9. The figure shows that
finding the onsets of the S waves is not always obvious. Waveforms
from the vertically and horizontally polarized receivers are shown
on the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. Six signals at each
plot represent ultrasonic sounding in the same direction but under
different confining pressures. Fig. 9(a) shows signals of a very good
quality where onsets of the S waves can be determined quite accu-
rately, whereas Fig. 9(b) shows signals of a worse quality. All picks
were found manually. The accuracy of picking can be increased if
waveforms at all pressure levels are plotted and interpreted simul-
taneously as shown in Fig. 9. Since the waveforms are often similar,
the delay times between the S-wave arrivals at different pressure

levels could also be determined automatically by cross-correlating
the waveforms.

Under increasing confining pressure, the propagation velocities
are increased but also anisotropy strength is changed. For example,
strength of anisotropy is almost 21.4, 5.3 and 5.1 per cent at atmo-
spheric pressure but only 11.2, 3.2 and 4.8 per cent at 70 MPa for
the P, S1 and S2 waves, respectively.

4.4 Results

First, we focus on determining anisotropic parameters of the rock
sample at pressure of 70 MPa. We calculate phase velocities from
the measured ray velocities according to Section 2.2 and then we
run the inversion of the phase velocities for anisotropic parameters
according to Section 2.1.

Fig. 10 shows the predicted P-, S1- and S2-wave phase velocities
when the elastic tensor was inverted from the P-wave velocities
only, the P- and S1-wave velocities, and finally from the P-, S1-
and S2-wave velocities. Interestingly, the predicted P-wave velocity
pattern is very similar for all three data sets but the predicted S-wave
velocity pattern is remarkably different. This applies to both S1 and
S2 waves. The most accurate result is presented at the bottom row of
Fig. 10 when the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities have been inverted.

Second, we analyse an iteration process of the inversion. Fig. 11
shows the rms values of the S1- and S2-wave velocities through iter-
ative cycles at three confining pressure levels: 0.1, 10 and 40 MPa.

Figure 10. Phase velocities of the P (left-hand column), S1 (middle column) and S2 (right-hand column) waves corresponding to the elastic parameters
retrieved by inverting three different data sets: the P-wave velocities only (top row), the P- and S1-wave velocities (middle row), and the P-, S1- and S2-wave
velocities (bottom row). The confining pressure is 70 MPa. The colour-coded velocities are in km s–1. Note a stable pattern of the P-wave velocities but a rather
variable pattern of the S1- and S2-wave velocities, when different data sets are inverted. The most reliable and stable results are in the bottom row, where all
available data are inverted.
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Figure 11. Convergence of iterations of the inversion for three selected confining pressure levels: 0.1 MPa (blue line), 10 MPa (red line) and 40 MPa (green
line). Left-hand column: rms of the S1-wave velocities, right-hand column: rms of the S2-wave velocities, both calculated using three data sets: the P-waves
velocities only (top row), the P- and S1-wave velocities (middle row), and the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities (bottom row).

These plots demonstrate convergence of the iterations. The rms
values are calculated as follows:

rmsS1,S2 =

√√√√∑
(

cS1,S2
obs − cS1,S2

pred

)2

n
, (10)

where cS1,S2
obs are the measured velocities, cS1,S2

pred are the velocities
calculated from the retrieved elastic tensor and n is the number of
directions in which the velocities are measured. According to the
behaviour of the rms values we arrive at the following conclusions:

(1) The calculation based on the ‘P-wave velocities only’ method
produces stable shear velocities which are not further improved
through the iterative process. However, the rms value is rather high
and mostly unacceptable.

(2) The calculation based on the ‘P- and S1-wave velocities’
method produces oscillations of both predicted S-wave velocities
among several velocity models and the rms level is unacceptable as
well. The iterative process does not converge even after 20 iterations
for some confining pressure values.

(3) Including measurements of the S2-wave velocities improves
the stability of the iteration process. The predicted shear velocities

converge and the rms level reaches the lowest value. The iterative
process is robust and converges very quickly.

4.5 Pressure dependence of anisotropy

For distinguishing different origins of anisotropy it is important to
analyse elastic properties of the rock sample as a function of confin-
ing pressure. With increasing pressure, strength of anisotropy can
be changed as well as its symmetry. Since anisotropy of the sample
is not weak at some of pressure levels (e.g. P-wave anisotropy is
21.4 per cent at the atmospheric pressure), we cannot simply neglect
the differences between the ray and phase velocities. First, the ray
velocities must be recalculated to the phase velocities according to
Section 2.2 and then inverted according to Section 2.1.

Table 2 summarizes the elastic stiffness coefficients calculated by
the iterative inversion from the P- and S-wave velocities measured
at pressures of 0.1, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 70 MPa. Fig. 12 presents the
calculated P-, S1- and S2-wave phase velocities from the retrieved
elastic parameters of the sample exposed to individual pressure lev-
els. The patterns of the P- and S-wave phase velocities indicate the
commonly observed increase of velocities with confining pressure
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Table 2. Elastic parameters of rock sample OKU-409 retrieved using measurements of the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities
at six individual levels of confining pressure.

Elastic tensor (GPa) Pressure (MPa)
0.1 5 10 20 40 70

c11 80.3 ± 2.3 83.7 ± 2.0 86.6 ± 1.8 93.7 ± 1.3 96.7 ± 1.5 97.7 ± 1.6
c22 65.1 ± 0.2 70.0 ± 0.4 75.5 ± 0.5 83.0 ± 0.9 86.0 ± 0.8 87.3 ± 0.8
c33 98.3 ± 1.3 98.8 ± 1.3 101.0 ± 1.2 105.3 ± 1.1 107.1 ± 1.0 108.5 ± 1.2
c44 24.6 ± 0.7 24.8 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 0.8 26.8 ± 0.7 27.6 ± 0.8 27.9 ± 0.7
c55 25.8 ± 1.1 26.1 ± 1.1 27.1 ± 1.1 28.2 ± 0.9 29.0 ± 1.0 29.2 ± 1.0
c66 22.4 ± 0.5 22.9 ± 0.5 23.6 ± 0.7 25.0 ± 0.5 25.9 ± 0.7 26.0 ± 0.6
c12 27.1 ± 0.2 30.2 ± 0.4 32.7 ± 0.7 37.7 ± 0.6 38.9 ± 0.9 39.9 ± 0.6
c13 37.3 ± 0.8 37.9 ± 0.7 39.1 ± 0.8 42.7 ± 0.8 43.5 ± 0.7 44.1 ± 0.5
c14 0.3 ± 1.9 0.4 ± 1.5 0.1 ± 0.7 0.1 ± 0.9 −0.1 ± 0.5 −0.1 ± 0.2
c15 −0.7 ± 1.1 −0.6 ± 0.7 −0.3 ± 0.5 −0.4 ± 0.7 −0.4 ± 0.7 −0.6 ± 1.1
c16 2.5 ± 2.4 2.2 ± 2.1 1.8 ± 1.7 1.4 ± 1.6 1.5 ± 1.5 1.5 ± 1.5
c23 31.8 ± 1.3 33.0 ± 1.2 35.0 ± 1.2 38.5 ± 0.8 39.2 ± 1.2 40.2 ± 1.1
c24 0.9 ± 1.7 0.8 ± 1.8 0.5 ± 1.3 0.2 ± 0.9 0.1 ± 0.7 −0.0 ± 0.6
c25 −0.7 ± 1.1 −0.5 ± 0.7 −0.7 ± 0.9 −0.6 ± 0.9 −0.72 ± 1.10 −1.0 ± 1.5
c26 1.9 ± 2.1 1.6 ± 1.7 1.2 ± 1.4 0.8 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 1.3 1.0 ± 1.3
c34 1.9 ± 3.9 1.5 ± 3.0 1.3 ± 2.3 1.1 ± 1.8 0.7 ± 1.2 0.7 ± 1.2
c35 −1.1 ± 1.6 −1.0 ± 1.4 −0.9 ± 1.2 −0.9 ± 1.2 −0.9 ± 1.4 −1.1 ± 1.7
c36 1.6 ± 2.3 1.5 ± 2.1 1.3 ± 1.6 1.0 ± 1.5 1.3 ± 1.5 1.4 ± 1.5
c45 −0.3 ± 0.3 −0.2 ± 0.3 −0.1 ± 0.4 −0.1 ± 0.4 0.0 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.4
c46 0.2 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.2
c56 0.5 ± 0.9 0.1 ± 0.5 −0.02 ± 0.28 −0.0 ± 0.1 −0.1 ± 0.1 −0.0 ± 0.1

pointing to a progressive closure of microcracks (Pros et al. 1998;
Nadri et al. 2011; Piane et al. 2011; Lokajı́ček et al. 2013). At pres-
sure of 70 MPa, the effect of microcracks with a low-aspect ratio
is minimized and the respective velocity surfaces reflect rather the
velocity distribution of the crystallographic-preferred orientation
(CPO) anisotropy. Importantly, the nearly orthorhombic symmetry
of the velocity patterns observed at low pressures is preserved as
pressure is increased. This indicates that crack- and CPO-related
fabrics are symmetrically disposed.

Note that a pressure dependence of anisotropy was analysed for
the same sample also by Lokajı́ček et al. (2014, their fig. 10).
Comparing the predicted phase velocities obtained by both ap-
proaches for identical pressure levels (0.1, 20 and 70 MPa), we
find that they are slightly different. These inconsistencies are pro-
duced by a less accurate inversion applied by Lokajı́ček et al. (2014)
in which the differences between the ray and phase velocities were
ignored.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

The accuracy of the retrieved elastic tensor depends on the following
factors:

(1) If only the P-wave velocities are measured and inverted for the
elastic tensor, some value of the VP/VS ratio of the reference isotropic
medium must be supplied in the first iteration of the inversion. In
next iterations, no such information is needed and the inversion can
modify all elastic parameters including those responsible mainly for
values of the S-wave velocities. Nevertheless, if the starting value is
very roughly estimated or completely incorrect, the iteration process
does not converge to the true values. In this case, only a part of the
elastic tensor is well retrieved and the S-wave related parameters
C44, C45, C46, C55, C56 and C66 are inaccurate.

(2) If the P- and S1-wave velocities are measured and inverted
for the elastic tensor, the problem with the artificial value of the
VP/VS ratio supplied in the first iteration is removed. The synthetic

tests show that additional information on the S1-wave velocities
remarkably increases the accuracy of the inversion and decreases its
sensitivity to the starting value of the VP/VS ratio. However, if a small
number of measurements of the S1-wave velocity is included or if
the measurements suffer from high picking errors, the fit between
the true and predicted P-wave velocities can become even worse
than if only the accurate P-wave velocities are inverted.

(3) If the P-, S1- and S2-wave velocities are available, the in-
version results display the highest accuracy. This applies even to
the case when the S1- and S2-wave velocities are measured with a
significantly less accuracy than the P-wave velocities, for example
with the S-wave velocity errors of 10–15 per cent compared to the
P-wave velocity errors of 0.1 per cent. The synthetic tests as well
as the processing of real data confirm that the S2-wave velocities
included into the inversion stabilize the iterative cycle and produce
the smallest deviations from observations.

(4) If the S1- and S2-wave velocities are measured in a small
number of directions (6 or 30 directions), the inversion yields re-
sults with almost twice higher accuracy for regularly distributed
directions than for randomly distributed directions. The more di-
rections are inverted, the higher accuracy of the elastic tensor is
obtained. Hence, measurements with a limited number of indepen-
dent directions are better to carry out in a regular arrangement.

(5) The accuracy of the measured P-wave velocities obtained
by ultrasonic measurements on spherical samples under confining
loading is about 50 m s–1. Based on the rms comparison of the
measured and predicted S1- and S2-wave velocities it is shown that
the most accurate elastic parameters are obtained if velocities of all
three wave types are inverted. The rms value of real data reached
a satisfactory level of 50–70 m s–1 and 70–90 m s–1 for the S1- and
S2-wave velocities, respectively.

(6) If ray velocities are measured in a lab experiment and strength
of anisotropy of a rock is higher than about 10 per cent, we recom-
mend transforming the ray velocities to the phase velocities before
the inversion. This transform is rather simple and improves the
accuracy of the retrieved anisotropic parameters.
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Figure 12. The P-, S1- and S2-wave phase velocities corresponding to the retrieved elastic parameters (see Table 2) under six levels of confining pressure. The
colour-coded velocities are in km s–1.
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